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Abstract. As embedded systems become increasingly complex, not only
are dependability and timeliness indicators of success, but also the ability
to dynamically adapt to changes in the runtime environment. Typically,
they operate in resource-constrained environments and often find appli-
cation in isolated locations, making them expensive to manage with small
resource changes in their operating environment having a significant im-
pact on system quality. The service-oriented model of deployment offers
a possible solution to these challenges; however, resource contention be-
tween services and resource saturation can result in significant Quality
of Service (QoS) degradation. This emergent QoS is difficult to antic-
ipate before deployment as changes in QoS are often dynamic. This
paper presents EQoSystem, a runtime, resource-aware framework that
combines monitoring with dynamic workflow orchestration to mediate
resource contention within the orchestration environment. The results
from a medium-sized case study demonstrate the efficacy of EQoSystem.

Keywords: Emergent Service Properties, Runtime Architecture, Qual-
ity Assurance, Service-oriented Systems, Embedded.

1 Introduction

The prevalence of embedded systems has seen them deployed in a number of
domains, including consumer devices, robotics, sensor networks, and commu-
nication systems [1].They are typically long lived, have stringent space, power
and weight requirements, and commonly find application in difficult to access
locations, resulting in most operating on resource-constrained platforms [2][3].
As such, they are expensive to manage and even small resource changes in their
operating environment can have a significant impact on system quality [4]. Fur-
thermore, as they are commonly deployed in safety and mission critical domains,
it is essential that modifications are performed without stopping the system.

The Service-oriented Architecture (SOA) paradigm offers a potential solu-
tion to these challenges as it allows software systems to be dynamically com-
posed and reconfigured using services discoverable on a network [5]. However,
resource contention between services and resource saturation in the orchestration
platform can result in significant performance degradation and service outages.
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As this is a dynamic problem, such contentions are difficult to anticipate before
deployment, making it challenging to specify the correct system environment in
advance.

A number of research initiatives are investigating effective ways to manage the
quality of embedded service-oriented systems at runtime, with many proposing
resource management through the use of pre-determined degraded Quality of
Service (QoS) policies; they are however, generally based on static quality prop-
erties [6]. Current quality management schemes for service-oriented systems are
inadequate for addressing quality challenges posed by embedded systems for the
following reasons:

– Poor support for monitoring system resources. Current service monitoring
initiatives focus largely on static service properties and lack the ability to
recover from problems caused by changes in system resources [7].

– Static service orchestration. Existing quality assurance approaches for service-
oriented systems are based on static service orchestration which does not take
into account the status of the service and changes in system resources [8]. This
can result in an application that is inefficient and performs poorly.

– Poor support for mitigating resource contention. Ensuring quality is par-
ticularly problematic for service-oriented systems that operate in resource-
constrained environments [3]. Not only must a service provide an acceptable
QoS, but it must also be compatible with the resource constraints of the
service consumer.

Building upon our previous work [9], we propose a runtime resource-aware frame-
work that combines resource monitoring with dynamic workflow orchestration
to mediate resource contention between services deployed within the orchestra-
tion environment. Our primary aim is to improve system performance through
efficient resource utilisation, and to lower power consumption as a side-effect of
this. We use a medium-sized case study deployed on an embedded system to
demonstrate the efficacy of our framework.

2 Related Work

Current initiatives explore a number of resource monitoring and quality man-
agement strategies within the service-oriented and embedded domains. Our dis-
cussion is representative rather than exhaustive.

Robinson and Kotonya review a number of quality management initiatives for
service-oriented systems and propose a self-managing architecture that combines
service monitoring, negotiation, and vendor reputation as a way to manage run-
time quality [8]. The quality management framework supports different SOAs
such as Apache River1 and web services. However, it is not concerned with re-
source contentions in the orchestration environment, and is aimed at desktop
computers rather than embedded systems.

1 Previously known as Jini (http://river.apache.org/)
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Moser et al. focus on the monitoring and runtime configuration of services [10].
The authors describe a system named VieDAME that allows BPEL processing to
be monitored according to a specified QoS profile. It also allows existing services
to be replaced with semantically similar services using a specified replacement
policy. However, as VieDAME is designed to support web services and web
service protocols, it is inappropriate for SOAs designed to support resource-
constrained systems.

Wolff et al. propose µSOA, a connector concept designed to handle heteroge-
neous communication channels while reducing the processing demands for pars-
ing XML messages [11]. This approach reduces the message size and parsing
overhead of intercepted SOAP messages bound to the embedded system and
translating them into µSOA messages. Although it presents a way to reduce the
overhead of SOAP messages within the embedded domain, it does not address
the contention of resources between services encountered during runtime.

Workflow orchestration is a central concept to service orientation, and in re-
source constrained systems, this scheduling of tasks takes on added importance.
Reichert and Dadam propose a framework called ADEPT for the support of ad
hoc structural changes to workflows [12]. Central to their framework is a formal
graph-based model which supports a number of flow elements and control struc-
tures including: branch statements, task elements, and loop structures. Various
operations to this model are achievable through the framework, including the
addition and removal of tasks within the workflow. However, these operations
are not automated and must be manually applied.

Sharma et al. discuss the implementation of Smartware, a differentiated QoS
framework [13] capable of both static and dynamic prioritisation of service re-
quests. In their approach, web service requests are queued by the framework
based on their priority and the current scheduling policy. The scheduling poli-
cies are based on a number of classes which determine request priority; these
classes include Application, Device, and Client Level priority. Each request is
scored against a combination of the priority class values to calculate the over-
all priority level of the request. Although the work presented is limited to web
services, potentially the approach could be applied to other SOA protocols.

3 Framework - EQoSystem

EQoSystem (Emergent QoS System) is comprised of two components; a client
that is deployed on the embedded platform and a service that is deployed on a
remote server. The client is responsible for monitoring resources and effecting
changes to the orchestration of services while the service is responsible for se-
lecting and executing resource management policies based on periodic readings
from the client. EQoSystem is implemented in Java and uses Apache River for
the discovery and acquisition of services, although its architecture is not tied
to a particular SOA implementation. Services obtained using Apache River can
be acquired either as a proxy of the service object or the service object itself,
which provides greater flexibility in service implementation as it allows services
to maintain state locally.
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Dynamic workflow orchestration is achieved through a selection of pluggable,
runtime resource management policies, which determine if (and what) changes
need to be made to the orchestration. These resource management policies are
selected by comparing current resource usage patterns against pre-defined re-
source usage signatures (i.e. Activation Patterns) at runtime. Figure 1 shows a
high-level architectural view of our framework and how it fits within the publish-
find-bind model [14].

Fig. 1. Framework software architecture

EQoSystem is composed of a number of software components which are de-
scribed below.

– The Configuration manager is responsible for the configuration of both the
EQoS client and EQoS service and specifies configuration information such
as the level of resources required for policy matching to start.

– The Resource monitor monitors the resources of the embedded platform
and uses the builder pattern to insulate it against platform-specific resource
access APIs.

– The Script manager performs the execution of resource policy scripts.Any
workflow and service changes made by the scripts are conferred to both the
EQoS client and EQoS service so that future changes can be made based
on the current status of the Consumer application.

– The Policy Matcher matches resource usage levels against activation patterns
specified in the framework configuration file. The decision is based on a
minimum match percentage and a number of pattern annotations (including
the consequence of invoking the policy). Once matched, the Script manager
invokes the associated resource policy script.
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– The Service manager is an extensible component which is responsible for
the acquisition, invocation and orchestration of services. Services are ac-
quired when the Consumer application attempts to bind to a service via
the EQoSystem framework and are maintained and invoked on behalf of the
Consumer application. Should a resource management policy require changes
to be made to the orchestration of services, these are also effected by the
Service manager.

– The Workflow manager maintains a list of all sequences available for execu-
tion within the framework and is responsible for the alteration and removal of
these sequences at runtime. Workflow changes will only affect the sequences
that require changes and will be executed only when a sequence is inactive.

– The EQoS proxy is a lightweight object proxy and is responsible for providing
an interface to services bound by the Consumer application, with service
calls being intercepted by an associated invocation handler. The service call
is then passed to the Workflow manager, with any matching sequence being
invoked by the framework and the returned value from that sequence passed
to the caller. Otherwise, the original service call is invoked normally.

4 Resource Management

A resource management policy defines a strategy for resolving or managing sys-
tem resource contention. Pluggable resource management is supported, allowing
for different resource management policies to be used. The framework’s current
resource policies have been informed by the work of Kircher and Jain, who pro-
posed a number of resource policy patterns [15].

4.1 Resource Policies

Our approach for resource management focus on addressing resource contention
through workflow management and service orchestration. The strategies cur-
rently implemented are briefly discussed below.

– Service Unbinding removes a service currently bound within the framework
and is based on the evictor pattern. Over time, services may continue to be
bound despite not being called by the application. Preemptively unbinding
these services can reduce the memory load of the service consumer platform.
Services are rebound when required by the application.

– Service call Removal removes a task from the workflow. This strategy relies
on the scenario where performing the task is less important than the un-
interupted operation of the application. The removal of a task requires the
ability to reflect on the requirements of the application [16].

– Service call Replacement swaps a task within a workflow for another pre-
determined one. In the case of selecting a task with lesser computational
complexity, this strategy assumes that in some circumstances, the require-
ment to perform the task is weaker when compared with maintaining the
operation of the application. Swapping a computationally expensive task for
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one that consumes less CPU time might still satisfy the initial requirements
albeit at a lower QoS [16].

These resource policy strategies have been implemented in the Lua2 scripting
language, allowing them to be pluggable at runtime. Lua was chosen primarily
for its relatively fast execution time.

4.2 Policy Activation and Invocation

Each resource management policy has a trigger defined by a pattern of resource
usage (i.e. activation pattern) that the platform must exhibit before the resource
policy script is executed. When any of the trigger values are reached, the policy
matcher determines the resource management policy that best fits the resource
usage pattern. Listing 1.1 shows a simple example of an activation pattern.

Listing 1.1. Resource policy activation pattern.

1 <xsi:preference_set>
2 <xsi:preference_set_name>
3 cpu-load_management.lua
4 </xsi:preference_set_name>
5 <xsi:preference>
6 <xsi:type >pattern </xsi:type >
7 <xsi:name >cpu_load </xsi:name >
8 <xsi:value>upper:80 </xsi:value>
9 </xsi:preference>

10 <xsi:preference>
11 <xsi:type >annotation</xsi:type >
12 <xsi:name >consequence</xsi:name >
13 <xsi:value>qos_downgrade:cpu_load_decrease</xsi:value>
14 </xsi:preference>
15 </xsi:preference_set>

The execution of resource management policies can often result in resource
trade-offs. For example, unbinding a service that caches data will release physi-
cal memory, however CPU load and network bandwidth are likely to increase in
order to re-acquire the previously cached data. To allow for automated distinc-
tion between similar resource management policies, policy descriptions include
system quality and resource trade-off information.

5 Workflow Management

As defined by Sommerville, a workflow shows the sequence of tasks in a process
along with their inputs, outputs and dependencies [14]. The EQoS client parses
and modifies workflows as a method of resource management. Before any changes
are made, they are validated to ensure that the return type of a branch is correct
and that data and flow dependencies are not violated. A simple XML-based
workflow language has been developed to aid in the evaluation of the framework.
The workflow document is parsed by the EQoS Service, with workflow elements
being created and transmitted to the EQoS Client for processing.

2 Lua scripting language homepage http://www.lua.org/

http://www.lua.org/
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5.1 Workflow Composition and Specification

The XML workflow language supports a number of flow elements and con-
trol structures including: branch statements, task elements, and loop structures,
which can be annotated to provide contextual information for the resource man-
agement decisions made by the EQoSystem framework. Each element within a
workflow has a number of associated dependencies, representing the elements to
follow the execution of the current element. Once loaded, the workflow manager
interprets the XML document as a control-data flow graph. Briefly, the elements
supported by the EQoSystem framework include:

– Sequence elements, which specify a number of task and conditional elements
sequencially.

– Task elements, which contain information regarding the service to be called
and what parameters are required. Within the mark-up of the XML docu-
ment, it is also possible to annotate a task with additional meta-data and
whether the task requires semantic adaptation.

– Variable Task elements, which contain a primary task as well as a number
of replacement task elements and a list of elements it depends on. It acts
as a task within the workflow but allows for any of the contained tasks to
replace it during workflow management.

– Conditional elements, which allow for different branches of a sequence to be
performed based on a condition.

– Loop elements, which allow for sections of a sequence to be performed mul-
tiple times based on a condition.

In addition to conditional branching, parallel branching is also supported; this
is where the workflow branches unconditionally between two or more sequences.
Separate workflow agents handle sequences in parallel branches, allowing for the
tasks to be processed concurrently.

The EQoSystem workflow specification also supports semantic adaptation,
which may include: the conversion of parameter types, the number of parameters
passed to the service call or filtering of the parameter values. Adapters are
generated with the workflow and loaded into the Java classloader on system
initialisation. Should the workflow indicate that semantic adaptation for a task
is required, the invocation of that task is preempted by the invocation of the
assocated adapter. Once the adapter has been invoked and the new parameters
have been returned, execution continues as normal.

6 Case Study - Asset Tracker

We have developed a case study to visualise framework processes and to evaluate
system quality at runtime. The system consists of a wireless asset tracker de-
ployed on a pocket-sized Single Board Computer (SBC) developed by Phidgets3.
A visualisation interface is deployed on the EQoS Service platform to monitor
system resources in realtime. Figure 2 the shows the system in operation.

3 Powered by a 400MHz ARM920T processor, 64MB of RAM and a number of digital
and analog IO ports. http://www.phidgets.com/

http://www.phidgets.com/
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Fig. 2. Framework deployed on Phidgets 1072 SBC

The asset tracker is a device designed to aid the computer-system engineers in
maintaining assets distributed around Lancaster University campus. Examples
of assets include computers, printers, scanners, networking hardware, and other
such devices. The application guides the engineers around campus, notifying
them in real-time of the location of pending maintenance work and the shortest
path to the asset. The device also provides a short description of the asset and
the reported fault and utilises the wireless network to access this information.
Because of their sensitive nature and cost, it is preferable that data regarding
asset location is encrypted. The asset tracker is composed of eight services (which
have various computational and memory requirements) that are deployed on a
number of remote, virtual machines. These services are:

– The XML parsing service, which is used to read XML-based map data related
to the environment the application is running.

– The tree-based traversal service, which provides search and manipulation
utilities for tree-based data received from the XML parsing service.

– The map generation service, which allows for structural objects of the map-
data to be added and composed into a digraph. Once generated, it is then
divided into map-blocks containing a set number of connected vertices (in-
teresections), their edges (roads, and the location of buildings distributed
around campus.

– The map caching service, which is used for caching map-blocks recently re-
ceived from the map generation service.

– The navigation service, which provides location based services, such as find-
ing a route from the current location to a requested destination.

– The asset database service, which provides access to the database that stores
data regarding assets such as their location and maintenance reports.

– The asset caching service, which is used for caching data recently received
from the asset database service. Asset data is stored in a directory structure,
allowing for both child and parent data to be annotated.

– The encryption service, which is used for encrypting data sent and received
from the asset database service. The currently supported encryption algo-
rithms are RSA, AES, and DES.
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6.1 Methodology

We employed a number of resource-doping mechanisms to artificially constrain
system resources to ensure that the orchestration platform operated closer to its
maximum resource load. Physical memory was constrained by allocating memory
to a different process operating on the device whilst CPU usage was doped by a
utility we developed to maintain CPU usage at specific levels of load.

The memory usage of the services was monitored using a Java instrumentation
agent called Classmexer4, capable of performing deep memory inspection on
objects during runtime. When system resources were polled, the memory usage
of each service was measured and the aggregate was then used to calculate
the overall memory-load of the platform. A number of operation scenarios were
devised, representing situations that the framework might have to deal with
during normal operation. These are captured in five simulation scripts designed
to reflect both normal and extreme usage patterns and are briefly descripted
below.

– Short patrol is a small list of 7 randomly chosen destinations located within
the east-end of campus.

– Perimeter patrol comprises of a list of 11 destinations located around the
periphery of the university campus. They are ordered by proximity.

– Backtrack patrol is similar to the perimeter patrol, however only contains
half of the destinations and these destinations are revisited in reverse order.

– Scatter patrol is a list of 17 locations that work from one end of the campus
to the other. They are ordered by proximity.

– Complete patrol visits all 51 locations around campus randomly.

Locations and assets are unevenly distributed across the university campus and
as such some map blocks are likely to contain more assets and locations.

6.2 Resource Benchmarking

To best inform the activation patterns used during the case study, it was impor-
tant to understand the performance of the application and its relationship with
the underlying system resources [17]. As such, we performed resource bench-
marking experiments on the Phidget SBC to determine the effect constrained
resources can have on the execution of tasks.

Figure 3 shows the response-time delay of the CPU when performing the
benchmark test at certain CPU loads. The level of each CPU load interval is
averaged over 20 samples. As shown on the chart, the critical threshold is roughly
at 90% of CPU load; this is where the delay from process context switching starts
to have serious implications for performance. The performance impact of physical
memory contention can vary depending on the configuration of the platform. If
swap space has been allocated, there is likely to be a significant response-time
delay when memory usage approaches 100% as processes are moved from physical

4 Java instrumentation agent homepage http://www.javamex.com/classmexer

http://www.javamex.com/classmexer
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Fig. 3. Mean response time vs. CPU load

memory to swap space and vice versa. Because our platform does not have swap
partition, reaching 100% of physical memory load is likely to cause unexpected
behaviour, such as the application to ceasing to function (i.e. hang). As such, it
is desirable to maintain memory load significantly below 100%.

7 Results

We evaluated our framework on the asset tracker using different operation sce-
narios, running in different resource priority configurations. Where used, the
activation pattern for CPU resource management was set to activate at 85%
of CPU load (i.e. slightly below the critical threshold). Similarly, memory pol-
icy management was set to activate at 85% of physical memory load to ensure
physical memory usage never reaches 100% load.

7.1 Normal Operational Scenarios

Table 1 shows the average and peak CPU load, and execution time (i.e. perfor-
mance) for the normal operation scenarios.

The results show a marked decrease in overall CPU load when the applica-
tion is running in the CPU management configuration as compared with the No
management configuration. The graph in Figure 4 shows a sample of the CPU
usage exhibited by the Asset Tracker during the operation of the Complete Pa-
trol simulation with different policy management configurations. As expected,
the Mixed Management and CPU Management configurations demonstrate the
best load reduction and performance. When CPU load surpasses the specified
resource threshold (85%) after roughly 18 seconds, both configurations demon-
strate a significant drop in CPU load thereafter. This decrease can be attributed
to cryptography-based tasks being swapped for less computationally intensive
cryptographic methods.
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Table 1. CPU load of normal operation scenarios (%)

Policy Type CPU Load (%)
Configuration CPU Mem Scenario Average Peak Execution

Time (sec)

No management x x

Short 79.08 100 113
Perimeter 65.21 100 265
Backtrack 46.07 100 362
Scatter 46.27 100 444

Complete 24.73 100 1007

Memory management x �

Short 78.00 94 114
Perimeter 66.59 100 259
Backtrack 47.39 100 349
Scatter 58.16 100 549

Complete 53.33 100 1446

CPU management � x

Short 69.03 90 107
Perimeter 47.28 92 210
Backtrack 33.01 92 310
Scatter 30.75 93 377

Complete 16.33 100 880

Mixed management � �

Short 70.80 96 96
Perimeter 49.03 96 227
Backtrack 33.45 97 289
Scatter 37.50 100 429

Complete 24.62 100 921

Key : x Disabled �Enabled

Fig. 4. CPU load of Complete patrol

Figure 5 shows the memory consumption of services for the Asset Tracker
in the Complete Patrol and Scatter Patrol scenarios for all configurations. It is
important to note that the memory usage of the overall system differed slightly
between each test iteration because the resolution of the memory doping tool was
only accurate to 100Kb. As illustrated, both CPU management and No manage-
ment configurations show the unaltered memory consumption of the application
whereas the Memory management and Mixed management configurations show
a marked reduction. This reduction is attributed to the unbinding of services
until they are needed.
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Fig. 5. Service memory consumption of simulations

When the application is running solely in theMemory management configura-
tion, the average CPU load, peak CPU load and execution time are higher than
that of any of the other management configurations. This is due to the nature
of the services being unbound by the resource policy script. The two highest
memory consuming services within the case study are caching services and as
such when they are unbound and then later rebound, the consumer application
needs to reacquire previously obtained map blocks.

As can be seen, a number of resource management changes are invoked to
maintain physical memory below the level specified in the activation patterns.
This demonstrates the framework’s ability to continually make adjustments dur-
ing runtime.

7.2 Power Management Scenario

The aim of this scenario was to establish whether our framework using workflow
orchestration could affect the consumption of power in a deployment environ-
ment powered by battery. To this end, analog current and voltage sensors were
attached to the Phidget to measure power consumption at real-time, while the
Complete patrol was executed and repeated to put the system under continuous
load. For the purpose of the test, another activation pattern was added to the
framework configuration that would trigger a power consumption strategy when
the supplied voltage was lower than 10; more specifically, the strategy would
invoke workflow elements responsible for turning off the backlight of the LCD
display. Early results of the power consumption experiment are illustrated in
Figure 6.

The results of using the Power consumption configuration demonstrate that
the battery life is significantly greater (roughly 30 minutes) than the scenario
using the No management configuration.
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Fig. 6. Battery-life/Power consumption of Phidget

7.3 Resource Instability Scenario

The aim of this scenario was to establish whether our framework could support
a platform where resource usage was highly variable with a number of resource
policies conflicting to maintain a resource equilibrium. An additional activation
pattern was added to the framework configuration, which would trigger a service
call replacement strategy once CPU load was below 30%; this level was chosen
as average CPU load settles below it once a task had been replaced with a less
CPU intensive one. Once invoked, this service call replacement strategy would
attempt to upgrade the QoS of the application by replacing existing service calls
for higher fidelity tasks.

Fig. 7. Thrashing of CPU management policy

Figure 7 illustrates that the application continues to execute as multiple, re-
peated resource management changes occur. This shows that the number of re-
source management changes made does not affect the uninterrupted execution of
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the framework or the underlying application. However, the execution time of the
complete patrol in this scenario was 24 seconds greater than the closest normal
scenario, suggesting that rapid resource management impacts performance.

8 Conclusions

This paper has presented a runtime framework that combines resource monitor-
ing with dynamic workflow orchestration to mediate resource contention through
swappable resource management policies, allowing them to be matched at run-
time to changing resource conditions. Outside the orchestration environment,
our approach assumes the availability of a service monitoring and negotiation
approach such as the work of Robinson and Kotonya [8] to ensure the provision is
in accordance with the SLA. We have recently started to investigate the impact
of the EQoSystem framework on the power consumption of the Phidgets SBC
running the Asset Tracker using Phidgets current and voltage sensors. Initial
results show a significant drop in the rate of power consumption for the SBC
when the system is configured for Power consumption management.

Our solution has gone a considerable way towards addressing the three key
limitations identified in Section 1. By providing support to monitor dynamic
service properties (i.e. systems resources) and adapting to them at runtime, we
address the poor support for monitoring system resources. Through our resource
strategies, we are able to achieve service management and workflow orchestra-
tion based on resource utilisation at runtime, thus achieving dynamic service
orchestration rather than static service orchestration. Finally, we provide a vi-
able option to mitigate resource contention by managing services bound to the
orchestration environment, addressing the poor support for mitigating resource
contention limitation.

Although the framework addresses a number of resource management chal-
lenges in embedded service-oriented systems, several improvements are required
if it is to be deployed in large-scale systems. As such, we are exploring ways to
improve the performance of our framework to better suit a wider class of em-
bedded system. Finally, it was found that multiple resource management policies
can intersect, compete, and conflict with each other, necessitating more intelli-
gent ways of combining resource management with context-awareness to provide
better trade-off analysis and decision support.
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